David Machell’s new Horn Concerto
- a triumph!
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t’s all a long time ago now, but you may recall that
Saturday 7th July 2018 was a red letter day for those of
us happy to be English. In the afternoon, the England
football team duly obliged by beating Sweden 2-0 in the
quarter finals of the World Cup,

And then in the evening:
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t Mary’s Church, High Pavement, Nottingham was
the venue for the first performance of the Horn
Concerto by David Machell (pronounced May-chell) with
the Nottingham Symphony Orchestra (NSO) conducted
by Derek Williams. You may also recall that we had a
very hot summer, making the church extremely warm, but
the show must go on....

T

he performance went very well and was
enthusiastically received by a full house. Comments
afterwards were very positive, and many members of the
orchestra who came to the end-of-season social the
following Monday said they were still having to contend
with earworms of multiple catchy moments from the
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Horn Concerto that had stayed with them over the
weekend!
any new orchestral works seem to fade away after
their first performance, but if the Horn Concerto’s
reception in Nottingham is anything to go by, it certainly
deserves many more airings. The story underpinning the
music is compelling, as David explains (see below). His
style is very accessible, and it should prove to be a
welcome addition to the horn repertoire. David’s contact
details can be found at the end of his article if you are
interested in hiring the music.
hen David embarked on writing the Horn Concerto,
he was keen to pin me down to getting it performed
(unsurprisingly, given the huge amount of work involved).
Being a principal player of any orchestra is no guarantee
that you can persuade your committee to programme a
new piece, but after a try out last year the NSO committee
finally decided to risk it, and the Horn Concerto was
scheduled into the final concert of the NSO’s 2017-18
season.
n a practical note, David did consult me during the
long gestation period of this piece (his first version
was written in 2014), and he was careful to ask if certain
passages “worked”. His prior knowledge of horn playing
- which could have been a double-edged sword for the
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soloist - showed his complete understanding of
the best way to write for the instrument. He
also orchestrated the work skilfully, giving each
player an interesting part to play.

D

avid requested from me some “ad lib”
chords in an otherwise fully composed
cadenza which I was happy to provide (an
excited younger member of the audience
rushed up to me at the interval to ask how I did
it!), and he gives the soloist the opportunity to
end the concerto with a spectacular and
appropriately triumphant top C....

Robert Parker
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David Machell on
the genesis of his Horn Concerto

new Concerto for Horn? A daunting repertoire to match
oneself to, with Mozart and Strauss breathing down the
foolish composer’s neck! My good fortune was to have an
inspiring player to write for. Robert Parker had played the horn
part in my Celebration of Psalms with such sparkle and lyric
power, coupled with a melting tenderness, that the movements for
his concerto more or less suggested themselves. Furthermore,
our city has (arguably) the finest amateur orchestra in the land, in
the shape of the Nottingham Symphony Orchestra, under the
gifted baton of Derek Williams, so the scoring was obvious - a full
symphony orchestra - four orchestral horns in a horn concerto?
oh yes! - and a vast array of subtle percussion effects.
he question in my mind was how to connect with the broadest
possible audience. Accordingly, I cast the concerto as a series
of film cues, each quite short but as full of atmosphere and
narrative drive as I could manage. All the things we expect from a
horn are present in generous measure: stirring fanfares, touching
melodies, death-defying arpeggios, swoops and scoops, kicks,
flicks and tricks galore.
e all have a concept of the familiar classical plan of
symphonic works: Introduction, First Movement with two
subjects, Slow Movement, Scherzo, Solo Cadenza and Finale, and
I have broadly followed this format. In my piece each section is
short by classical norms, but this is compensated for by a strong
story-telling element. Many films of our day are formed around
writer Joseph Campbell’s concept of the “hero’s journey” and I
found this a useful framing device. One might even imagine a
scenario such as this: “The ancient city is threatened by dangers
without and discord within. Through the city gates strides a young
hero, to whom the people plead for help (Introduction). Reluctantly,
the hero agrees, and confidence spreads across the city (First
movement). Threatening clouds of self-doubt and painful memory
blunt the hero’s purpose - a dark night of the soul (Slow Movement).
Nevertheless, the whirl of events puts an end to all internal
dialogue, as the hero is is propelled willy-nilly into action - it is do
or die (Scherzo). As the action subsides, the hero is left alone to
reflect, finding a new level of self-awareness - the true elixir of
happiness (Solo Cadenza). The hero returns to the city and brings
the elixir to the waiting citizens amid general rejoicing. A golden
age dawns (Finale)”.
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Conductor Derek Williams, composer David
Machell, soloist Robert Parker in high spirits, and
below, in rehearsal with the NSO

Score and parts are available for hire from
davidmachell@gmail.com
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